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Cycle 2 - Passing & Receiving - Session 1

Organisation - Warm up in 3's, Dont want to see players stood
on cones.
1 - Middle player comes under ball to receive plays bounce it
pass and then turns dribbles and plays with other player.
2 - Middle player plays with end man who receives and plays
long to other player, middle player then runs to support and
continues.
See what Passing & Receving principles the boys can
remember from previous session.

Warm up (15 mins)

Organisation - Groups of five. Pass the ball around the square
and follow your pass
Learning Objectives Team - Communication, full completion of
successful square
Learning Objectives Individual - Body Position to receive, Good
first touch, Pass with speed and accuracy
Coaching Styles Used - Demonstration
Technical - Passing, Recieving, First touch, Body positioning,
Awareness, Triggers of movement.
Tactical - Quality of touch & Pass
Physical - Speed of movement to receive pass & follow
Social - Communication
Psychological - Successful pass / group of passes, Which group
will be the best ?

Square & follow (15 mins)

Organisation - Groups of five. Players pass ball along line and
then a diagonal pass still continue to follow passes.
Learning Objectives Team - Communication, full completion of
figure of 8
Learning Objectives Individual - Body Position to receive, Good
first touch, Pass with speed and accuracy
Coaching Styles Used - Demonstration
Technical - Passing, Recieving, First touch, Body positioning,
Awareness, Triggers of movement.
Tactical - Quality of touch & Pass
Physical - Speed of movement to receive pass & follow
Social - Communication
Psychological - Successful pass / group of passes, Which group
will be the best ?

Figure of 8 (15 mins)



Organisation - Players are set up as shown above. 5 players try
to keep the ball off 2 players, the player in the middle trys to get
on the ball by playing between the defenders.
Progression: allow 1 outside player to step into the area to
recieve, allow players to rotate with the middle player to create
passing opportunities
- Working opposites ( support opposite / diagnally )
- Support teammates
- Decision making
- Pass with accuracy and power
- Body position to receive
- Know what your going to do with the ball before your receive it.

5v2 - Pass & Receive (20 mins)

Organisation - Over load game, 2 teams split even, E.G 6v6. One
team has all their players on the pitch the other team have half
resting. After each goal the team with only 3 players on rotate
their players. If the team of 3 win the ball they are allowed to
dribble and have a shot at the goal unopposed.
P= 1 touch finish for the attackers

SSG (20 mins)
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